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Dear reader,

As the chair of the committee I felt obligated to write an introduction for this alternative of the almanac of the fourth 

lustrum. I think it is reasonable to explain in what way we came to the idea of the Non-Lustrum Almanac.

From the moment I heard from my roommates that their lectures and seminars were being cancelled at AMC, I 

started to realise how little chance there would be for a Lustrumweek. Later that day, an announcement followed on 

shutting down all the universities in the Netherlands. Eventually, it was also announced that events like the 

Lustrumweek were not responsible and therefore not allowed. Of course, this was very disappointing to me and the 

other members of the committee, but there was not much we could do about a virus that was spreading over the 

entire globe that made people suffocate without sometimes even having the chance to say goodbye to their loved 

ones. 

I suppose that online replacements for the fun events we had planned in the Lustrumweek could have brought 

some distraction and relief. However, we unanimously agreed that such replacements would never be as fun as the big 

ideas we had in mind. Moreover, to organise such events there needs to be motivation and I must admit that there was 

not left any motivation for possibly downgrading an event like the Final Party to a minor Zoom-event with a 

substantially lesser amount of attendants.

After a couple of weeks in quarantine, Josje (the secretary of the committee) reminded me of the almanac, 

which we had been compiling before the COVID-19 measures. It had not been finished yet, as we were still waiting on 

pieces from other members, collecting photos and writing pieces ourselves. Our initial idea was to hand out copies on 

Wednesday during the Oud-Leden Dag, so that both old and new members could finally read something that was fully 

dedicated to VOS. Due to the cancellation of the Lustrumweek, I did not think it was right to finish the almanac and 

publish it without even having a Lustrumweek to begin with.

Another couple of weeks passed. Eventually, Luuk (the supervisor from the board who is also in the committee) 

stated that we should at least do something of an alternative. Totally expectedly, he recommended we should publish 

the almanac. Still not being very enthusiastic about this idea, I agreed to a video call with the other members of the 

committee. Seeing and hearing the other members of the committee for the first time in a long while, the idea of 

publishing an almanac slowly started to grow on me. Finally, we all agreed on it. As the Lustrumweek had been 

cancelled, a few changes had to be made and some pieces had to be removed to make it agreeable and readable. 

Besides, we needed some new pieces relevant to the situation.

So, here it is. Although it is radically different from what was intended I hope you will like the Non-Lustrum 

Almanac. It is full of fun articles, interviews, memories and photos related to VOS. A big effort was made to 

incorporate most of the active VOS-members from the last five years. I hope you can find yourself back. Perhaps we 

see each other when it is possible to do a classic Lustrumweek, but there is not much to say about such eventualities 

at this moment. However, I can already say that I will not meet you on an online Lustrumweek. I am just not doing 

that. Enjoy reading!

Tjerk Bouwmans 

Chair of the Lustrum-committee
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Would you rather be able to read braille or be able 

to speak sign language?

Charlotte: Sign language.

Jo-Anne: I would rather be able speak sign language, 

because I think I could use and practice that more 

often.

Klaudia: Sign language.

Luuk: Sign language of course! No-brainer. Sign 

language is harder to learn, more commonly used and 

easier to impress (also non-deaf) people with.

Would you rather lose the ability to speak or to 

read?

Charlotte: Lose the ability to speak, then I could use 

sign language.

Jo-Anne: Rather lose the ability to speak, so I can still 

read many books, which I love.

Klaudia: Speak.

Luuk: Read. Having to miss direct communication with 

the big majority of people seems devastating to me…

Would you rather be a dolphin or a chimpanzee?

Charlotte: A chimpanzee, because I could live in the 

tropics.

Jo-Anne: Rather be a dolphin, as I always wanted to be 

a dolphin trainer when I was little.

Klaudia: Dolphin.

Luuk: Dolphin. Living the life now of a land animal, so 

my next one will be in the wet substance called water 

(is water wet though). 

Would you rather have a life without music or 

without books?

Charlotte: Neither!

Jo-Anne: Neither: I love to read on the train, but I also 

love dancing, which is best with music.

Klaudia: Very, very unkind question. I go without.... 

Argh, I'll answer tomorrow. Maybe the answer will 

come to me in my dream.

Luuk: Tough one… even though listening to music 

actually plays a bigger role in my life than reading, 

there is so much more one would not know without 

books, so I have to go for undecided still.

Would you rather be somebody that you always 

wanted to be or still have the opportunity to become 

that somebody that you always wanted to be?

Charlotte: I would rather still have the opportunity, 

then I can still change my mind on who I want to be.

Jo-Anne: Oof, that's a hard one, but I think I would still 

want to have the opportunity to become that person, so 

there's still room for improvement.

Klaudia: Still have the opportunity.

Luuk: I suppose my objective of who I want to be will 

change accordingly with the person who I am, so I will 

be the person I wanna be.

Would you rather recite the IPA in front of your whole 

class or bottom an IPA in front of your whole class?

Charlotte: Bottom an IPA.

Jo-Anne: I'd recite the IPA in front of my whole class, 

because I don't like beer (fake student) and I feel like 

my class is always very supportive.

Klaudia: Recite IPA.

Luuk: Hahaha, easy! Bottom an IPA (and maybe then give 

the reciting a go).

Would you rather be forced to draw syntactic trees for 

everything you utter or transcribe everything you hear 

people say?

Charlotte: I’m a fan of syntactic trees.

Jo-Anne: Rather be forced to transcribe everything I 

hear.

Klaudia: Draw trees, I don't speak as much as I hear 

people talking.

Luuk: Draw trees. I'm more a grammarian. I say that 

because I do not know whether it is ‘syntactian’ or 

‘syntactician’.

Would you rather answer the questions that cannot be 

answered or ask the questions that cannot be asked.

Charlotte: I’d rather ask the questions, that way I don’t 

have to try to find an answer.

Jo-Anne: Answer the questions that cannot be answered.

Klaudia: Answer the unanswerable.

Luuk: Questions are more important than answers.

Would you rather be able to fly or to breath under 

water?

Charlotte: Fly.

Jo-Anne: I would rather be able to fly, because I would

love to see things from somewhere higher for once as I

am not that tall myself.

Klaudia: Can I be a flying dolphin?

Luuk: Fly! Going from land animal to dolphin to 

something bird-like, what an evolution.

Would you rather be a famous linguist or a famous 

artist?

Charlotte: A famous linguist.

Jo-Anne: A famous linguist.

Klaudia: Isn't linguistics art as well? Famous linguist.

Luuk: Isn't to excel in linguistics also an art?

Would you rather speak ten languages fluently or be 

able to speak with animals?

Charlotte: 10 languages, I do not think animals would 

have a lot to say to me.

Jo-Anne: I would rather be able to speak with animals, 

so my cats could finally respond to everything I tell 

them

Klaudia: Animals, they speak more than 10 languages.

Luuk: Animals are generally stupid, so more people to 

be able to communicate fluently with, thank you!

Would you rather cure terminal diseases or be able to 

back in time to see how language developed?

Charlotte: My head tells me to answer “cure terminal 

diseases”, but my heart tells me to answer “go back in 

time and see how language developed”.

Jo-Anne: Cure terminal diseases.

Klaudia: Cure diseases.

Luuk: I guess in the end health is more important than 

science?

Would you rather have ultimate knowledge or ultimate 

wealth?

Charlotte: Ultimate knowledge above all else.

Jo-Anne: Ultimate wealth (including (and mostly) health 

and lovely people around me). 

Klaudia: Neither, but knowledge seems more appealing.

Luuk: Knowledge is power, power will give me wealth. 

From left to right Board XX: Luuk, Charlotte, Jo-Anne and Klaudia
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We asked VOS-legend from 2017-2018, Will 

(20), to give his opinion on a couple of 

matters, as we thought we needed his 

thoughts more than ever nowadays. The 

young fox from Surbiton did not disappoint.

Living to 100: 

Definitely overrated. You receive a letter 

from the queen when you turn 100 though so 

maybe I’ll live till then just for the flex.

Winston Churchill: 

Didn’t know him personally but heard he 

loves a few pints down the pub. Solid 

geezah.

Vondelpark: 

One of the most beautiful parts of 

Amsterdam and maybe even the world. Can 

never be overrated.

English breakfast: 

Sometimes it sorts you out other times it 

verges on bringing up the drinks you had the 

night before.

Hummus: 

One of the great pleasures in life. Literally 

one of the most amazing things to have 

graced the face of this earth. Stupidly 

underrated.

Being monolingual: 

Héél jammer.

Cardiff: 

Croeso i Caerdydd, that’s Welsh.

Dogs: 

Way better than cats.

Laughing gas: 

Very overrated but still fun if you have no 

huiswerk.

UvA: 

Underrated people. Best of the best go to 

UvA.

Red light district: 

Overrated, but a great way to keep a lot of 

tourists in one grimey, dirty place.

J. K. Rowling: 

Overrated, the movies were better.

The Student Hotel: 

Amazing place with great people and super 

chill staff. Would recommend.

Friendship: 

Borrel is life.

Noam Chomsky: 

Solid dude and would definitely drink you 

under the table.

Bees: 

Underrated. The way they make those 

hexagonal honeycombs is mental.

The Royal Family: 

Overrated by everyone but the British.

Sobriety:

What’s that?

Kidneys: 

Overrated, that’s why I only have one.

Living abroad: 

Underrated as f*%#. Best year of m’n life.

Netflix: 

Overrated. They get rid of all the classics way 

too quickly.

Chimpanzees: 

Noam Chimpsky.

Libraries: 

Overrated. The internet exists.

Sleeping: 

Nothing beats sleeping. Underrated.

William Shakespeare: 

Underrated. Mans made up tons of cool words. 

Was it just one man though!?!?!?!
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I find myself thinking sometimes of a 

conversation I had via Skype with my 

grandmother, right at the end of the 

second block of the first semester. We had 

not spoken in a few months, and therefore 

I was yet to tell her about all the friends I 

had made on this new degree. I was very 

excited to do so, but somehow did not 

even manage to make it to the second 

person before I was swiftly interrupted.

“She speaks four languages?!” My grandma 

exclaimed, disbelieving.

“Well, yes.” I replied matter-of-factly, not 

sure what all the fuss was about. “So-and-

so actually knows five languages…”

“Really?!” She sat back in her chair and 

pondered silently for a moment. 

“Extraordinary…”

At the time I heard it, the use of that word 

bewildered me. “Extraordinary” in and of 

itself implies something completely 

unusual. It derives from the Latin 

extraordinarius: extra- (meaning outside 

of) + ordinem, que accusative of ordo, 

which means row, order… So, taken 

literally, extraordinary refers to a thing 

which is so remarkable that it is outside of 

the boundaries of the common rule. And 

yet, when I think of the things that 

grandmother considered extraordinary, 

they all have come to seem commonplace 

to me.

The UvA linguistics degree has one of the 

most diverse and interesting student bodies 

I have ever had the joy of coming across. 

Everyone I meet has an exciting life-story 

to tell, or an unusual reason for choosing 

to study languages, or comes from a 

multinational background or, surprisingly 

often, a mix of all the above. Never before 

had I been around a group of people quite 

like this; as a child I would have given any 

to do so. And yet, quite quickly, I have 

come to consider it ordinary.

When I reflect upon it, it seems rather 

insulting to call any of these people 

ordinary. “Ordinary” is usually seen as a 

negative term. It recalls the mediocre, the 

mundane and the dull. Ordinary is the cage 

that so many people wish to escape from, 

and so many others have resigned 

themselves to. It feels inaccurate to say 

that that the extraordinary, as it was, has 

come to seem ordinary to me. Perhaps, 

then, it would be better to flip the 

sentence on its head and say instead that, 

here, with the people I know now, my 

ordinary has become extraordinary.

by Grace Davyd-Whitrick (VOS-member since 2019)
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with Husam Al-Jariri (VOS-member since 2017) 

Who are you?

I don’t know who I am, still figuring that out. But my name is Husam, some call me Sammie, which is a nickname 
derived from the second syllable of my first name. I come from the lovely city of Mukalla on the southern coast 
of Yemen. I’m a 3rd year student of Linguistics at the UvA and ex-VOS-board member.

How have you been doing ?

Living in times of pandemic is not easy and having to write your BA thesis certainly does not make it easier. But at 
least I am not alone, my fellow third years are suffering just the same, haha. We’re all going to make it through 
though!

Whenever I needed distraction (or procrastination) from my thesis, video games were my safe haven. During the 
pandemic, I played the shit out of God of War, even after finishing the main story of the game, it had so much to 
offer. I must have spent at least a total of 60+ hours just playing that game.

Can you tell something you have learned (or wish you had learned) during this period?

Cliché answer alert! As someone who usually prefers being indoors, I learned to appreciate the outside more.

Why did you ever decide to study linguistics?

Ever since a kid, I was in love with languages (but who wasn’t?). I also had a talent for learning foreign languages 
(which I completely lost when Language X happened). Anyway, when it was time to decide what to study after 
high school, I was one hand-signature away from accepting a grant to study Engineering, just because I had all the 
qualifications to do so. But it was at that moment that I realized that I do not like that stuff. That decision was 
followed by a long period of uncertainty. I knew I wanted to do something with language, but did not know what. 
Studying translation seemed too stressful. Studying English at university seemed too simple at first, but after 
reading up on it, I realized that it is actually complicated and not really what I wanted to do. Finally, I found out 
about this field called Linguistics and it just ticked all the boxes, the rest is history.

What part of linguistics interests you the most?
Anything that has to do with speech sounds. The ability to predict surface representations of words from their 
underlying forms and vice versa never ceases to fascinate me.

Why did you ever decide to become a VOS-member?

I first heard of VOS during the Matching Day before starting the program and was very hesitant to join the club. 
However, after getting to know some of the people of VOS during Intreeweek 2017, becoming a VOS member was 
a no brainer.

What does VOS mean to you?

I could write a long essay on what and how much VOS means to me. But to keep it short, I am going to give yet 
another cliché answer: VOS is my second family. I have met many great people through this association and made 
friendships that will last forever and for that I will be forever grateful.

What would be the first thing you would do, suppose that this whole period was a bad nightmare you finally 
woke up from?

Taking this supposition literally, I would probably not do anything out of the ordinary. After all, it was all just a 
dream.

What do you hope the future will bring for you and the world?
My Chemical Romance!
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There is no greater honour than to be asked to

write a piece for the VOS Almanak. But I am

not a writer, and my words would not do

justice to my love for VOS. I needed a bit of

help. And who better to help me than the

virtuoso of verbose verbiage of our time:

Thierry Baudet. The only problem is that I

don’t (want to) know him. That is why I fed his

speeches, tweets, and books into an LSTM

neural network and trained it to automatically

generate completely new text in his truly

inimitable style. The words below are

generated by the neural network.

* To keep it VOS-centric, I have replaced mentions of

{Nederland, partij, bevolking, EU} with

{VOS, studievereniging, leden, UvA}.

(English translation below)

Ik droom van een wereld waarin VOS* de

verkeerde vertaling van de rechtsstaat is en

daaronder, de huizenmarkt en

hypotheekrenteaftrek in de dag van Polen, in

Amsterdam, en de burgeroorlog, en Ayatollah

Yazdi, gangster Van Rielke, moraalfilosofie en

kunststof van de penis van culturen en

richtlijnen, waarin de UvA binnen recht een

dood schuilt tussen liefde.

Maar wie meent dat dit nog bestaat?

De studieverenigingsoligarchie moet dat 

onmogelijk komen tot een wereldstaat, een 

kliekje – de zogeheten eeuwse fresco’s waaruit 

tot geen echte elite: het was onverantwoord. 

Voor of tegen verdere machtsuitbreidingen van 

het totalitarisme Amsterdam. Abstracte vlees 

... over het openbaar rationele product in de 

universiteit – waarbij modernistische op 

sommige desintegratieprocessen op dat punt al 

was.

Het moge het politieapparaat van een

gedeelde kunsten – deze pure oikofobie: de

sharia, dat een vriendenavond. De

fantoomangst lente pinda ging er af toe, het

was onze leidraad die misschien er eigenlijk in

een denken waarin je raketschild zou uitlaten,

beste naar VOS: het ontmaskeren in onze

samenleving werden aan door de

kosmopolitische van UvA kruitvat in as.

En ook het aanleveren van onze elites, naar de

wereld, en door de Landrover der dingen, ze

zullen voor hun onderlinge individuele

verantwoordelijkheid dienen. Net is het een

darwinistisch, bijvoorbeeld de logica van de

harmonisatie in anders, het is een relatie van

de renaissancevloot. Ook al deze tijd was dat

de oikos en het stierengevecht is; zoals hoe de

meeste staat heeft het beleid ‘eenwording’ te

bevrijden. VOS is als van wat er de

bescherming van dood en dragen aan die

substantie maakt.

Bij onderzoek met de voorgestelde stroming hier is 

echter geworden met open en wist de mens: We zijn 

allen Josef K.?

(English, translated by Google)

I dream of a world where VOS* is the wrong 

translation of the rule of law and below, the housing 

market and mortgage interest deduction in the day 

of Poland, in Amsterdam, and the civil war, and 

Ayatollah Yazdi, gangster Van Rielke, moral 

philosophy and plastic of the penis of cultures and 

guidelines, in which the UvA hides a death between 

love within law.

But who believes this still exists?

The study association oligarchy must be able to 

achieve a world state, a clique - the so-called 

century frescoes from which there is no real elite: it 

was irresponsible. For or against further expansions 

of totalitarianism in Amsterdam. Abstract flesh ... 

about the publicly rational product in the university 

- where modernist was already at that point on 

some disintegration processes.

The study association oligarchy must be able to 

achieve a world state, a clique - the so-called 

century frescoes from which there is no real elite: it 

was irresponsible. For or against further expansions 

of totalitarianism in Amsterdam. Abstract flesh ... 

about the publicly rational product in the university 

- where modernist was already at that point on 

some disintegration processes.

It may be the police apparatus of a shared arts - this 

pure oikophobia: the sharia, that a night of friends. 

The phantom fear of spring peanut went down, it 

was our guideline that might actually be in a 

thinking in which you would let rocket shield out, 

best for VOS: the unmasking in our society was 

triggered by the cosmopolitan of UvA powder keg in 

ashes.

And also the delivery of our elites, to the world, and 

by the Land Rover of things, they will serve for their 

mutual individual responsibility. It is just a 

Darwinian, for example, the logic of harmonization 

in other, it is a relationship of the renaissance fleet. 

Even this time it was the Oikosoikos and the 

bullfight; such as how most states have the policy to 

"unify". VOS is like what makes the protection of 

death and wear to that substance.

When researching with the proposed current here, 

however, it has become open and man knew: We are 

all Josef K.?

by Quincy Liem (VOS-member since 2016) (ghost-writer: 
Thierry Bot)
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Djoeke on Studytrip to Tallinn, 2018:
Tallinn was a lovely city, but especially the 
karaoke-bar was amazing. I never really had done 
karaoke, but ever since Tallinn I really love it. We 
found a relatively small bar with a podium, two 
microphones, a good working app for requesting 
songs, almost no other visitors and open till six, 
seven in the morning! Take notes, Amsterdam! We 
have been there two nights and we literally came 
out of the bar when the sun had risen again; a 
really weird experience for my biological clock. In 
short: ‘’Dat waren me de avondjes wel!

Tjerk on First-Years Research Project Borrel, 
2018:
A drinking fest organised by the department for 
the first-years who were doing the research 
project brought me to a little get-together with 
some remaining students in Miriam’s apartment, 
since we had been kicked out of P.C. Hoofthuis. All 
of a sudden, Miriam was called by a distraught Will 
(eventually quit the program some weeks later, 
sadly). Long story short, he needed some help from 
me. Me being in a good mood supposed that he just 
could not find his way in. I quickly left the 
apartment without taking my shoes on; I do not 
know, I could not find them. Coming downstairs, I 
noticed that he was standing at some grim corner 
with a saliently green Felyx. I walked over to him 
and saw he was calling somebody. There was no 
time for enthusiastic greetings and I needed to 
shut up and jump on the Felyx with him. I had no 
idea what the reason could be, apart from 
something drugs-related, nonetheless, I decided to 
accept his wish. While riding, I learned that it was 
a Felyx from some stranger and Will had to bring it 
to the appropriate zone “real quick”, otherwise it 
would cost him money. I supposed that was 
understandable. However, at a certain point we 
came somewhere, stepped off the Felyx and for no 
reasons whatsoever we lost each other. So, there I 
was on some grim street I did not know in Nieuw-
West. On socks. Highly unusual.

Emily on Study Trip to Bilbao, 2019: 

A particular day from the study trip in Bilbao which 

sticks in my memory was the day where we 

fulfilled the linguistics aspect of the trip. We 

started that day by going to a Basque language 

centre, where we learnt a bit about the history of 

the language and how the community is working on 

reviving the language. At that time, us first years 

had just finished our sociolinguistics course, during 

which I personally became really interested in 

endangered languages, therefore hearing about 

basque by a local was very fitting and interesting.

In the afternoon, we went on a boat tour for a 

couple of hours, which was a great way to relax a 

bit and get to see some nice views of the city, all 

whilst taking in the sun from the open top boat.

At night, we ended up going bar-hopping. 

However, this was not for drinks, but for pinxos, 

which are little snacks reminiscent of mini 

sandwiches, typical to northern Spain and found in 

essentially every bar. This was great because we 

all managed to find something to our liking, which 

was not easy considering how many different diets 

and food preferences everyone had. We finished 

the night off at a karaoke bar in a peculiar cellar 

with other tourists as well as locals, which was 

definitely an experience to remember.

Juliet on the Final day of Board XIX, 2019:

About a year ago now, VOS had a joint event with Helios 

and Etcetera, well, mainly Helios, for which we went to 

Artis. On a warm, though clouded, afternoon we all 

gathered at the Artis entrance hoping that everyone 

remembered to take their student card with them so as 

not to pay the ridiculous amount of money that they 

charge normally. Luckily, we all got in cheaply and we 

spent a wonderful afternoon between the bestial 

wonders of the world. Even though we were surrounded 

by elephants, giraffes, and lions, the closest we actually 

got to the animals was when someone got shat on by a 

pigeon. After leaving the zoo and eating loads of 

strawberries (which were in de bonus that week) in the 

grass at Roeterseiland, we all made our way to Diep in 

the pouring rain for a night of karaoke. We were all 

massively surprised by the professional karaoke-set that 

Frank set up for us, but not as surprised as we were by 

the musical talent that was in our midst. Fuelled by 

Veltins, numerous talented vosjes made their way to the 

‘stage’ (the small bit of space right in front of the 

toilets) and made their dulcet voices heard. The final 

song of the evening was reserved for the board, for 

whom it was the last borrel of their rule (the borrel was 

christened ‘[bɔ'ɹɛɫ] Williams’). After a near-perfect 

rendition of Britney Spears’ ‘Hit Me Baby One More 

Time’, it was time to put down the microphones and 

come to terms with the fact that this exquisite borrel on 

a rainy summer’s day was the last for board XIX.

Miriam on VOSTIVAL, 2019:

A winter evening about one and a half years ago, my 

dear friends Wouter, Sophie and I were sitting in the 

back of 1.04 in PCH during an Alpha meeting. We were 

discussing future activities for our study associations and 

all of a sudden Vostival was born. I presented the idea 

for the board and we started to plan what would become 

an unforgettable one day festival for vosjes and friends.

A couple of months later, on a sunny friday afternoon in 

June, a big group of friends had gathered in my 

backyard. People were drinking beers and discussing the 

amazing line-up while squeezing in the sofa to sit in the 

heating sun. Everything was simply gezellig!

Then the performances began, famous vosjes like Merel

Honeyplum, Erik Westermann and Kopje Onder were 

there, the Helios band did a guest performance and 

Andrej’s cover of De Vlieger made half of De Pijp wonder 

if Andre Hazes had risen from the dead. For the final act 

Vozzy Vosbourne, the band I was in with my fellow board 

members had reunited and performed together. But the 

night did not end there, afterwards we all stayed and 

hung out for hours, talking about the past year and our 

summer plans and when the bottles were empty we 

moved to a bar around the corner. 

Looking back, the Vostival is one of my favourite 

memories from my board year and time with VOS, and I 

hope it was the first edition of a new VOS tradition that 

will last for a lo:ng time.

Machteld on Intreeweek, 2019: 

‘Okay, all set! You can go find your group now, have 

fun!’ I smile back at the enthusiastic girl behind the 

table who just gave me all the information and 

wristbands I need and turn around. It is the first day of 

Intreeweek and I am seriously shitting my pants about 

meeting new people. The room is packed with people 

talking, laughing and getting to know one another. I take 

a deep breath and walk up the stairs. 216, 216, 216… I 

look around the room in order to find my group. Yes, 

there! I walk up to the group and introduce myself. Wait, 

is that Sjaak? Sjaak is the guy who I met when we both 

did a ‘student for a day’ at UvA, a few months back. He 

sees me too and waves, ‘Hey, so nice to see you here!’, I 

wave back and smile. Okay cool, now I only have to 

introduce myself to about like 27 other people. Oh god, 

okay, kind of awkward, extremely terrifying, no worries, 

keep on smiling... This is going to be great! – It turned 

out to be amazing, my favourite memory of my first year 

as a Linguistics student. I met some awesome people, 

laughed till the point of crying and vice versa (every 

emotion is valid, remember that Vosjes!), got drunk and 

confused, danced like crazy and saw so much of our 

beautiful city, Amsterdam.
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Jakop on TWeekend, 2019 (uncut):

Studying linguistics is fun, not only because of 

the study itself, but also because everything 

ernaast. For example, at the start of this year, 

to learn each other know, the first years were 

invited to come to Tweekend, to trap af this 

marvelous year. Tweekend is during one of the 

first weekends of the study year and this year, 

the trip went to Voorthuizen. There were some 

activities that were pretty much lachen, but 

the final evening hit everything. Some older 

years organized a cantus as an activity. We had 

to sing songs, dance dances, and, above all, 

drink beer (naturally without any verplichting). 

Under the hoede of the I-don't-know-how-

many-years-students and cantus-experts Luuk, 

Tjerk, Casper and Josje were we first-years 

read the lesson. Our bosses actually were 

absolutely not to take serious. Luuk and Josje

had totally no uitstraling and Tjerk was so 

drunk that he was not even able to hold his 

drinks in his hand. If I counted well, he let fall 

at least three beers out of his hands. Zonde. 

How lachen this cantus also was, it thought me 

one thing: older years are not to be taken 

serious.

.

From left to right: Josje, Juliet and Jakop at Tweekend, 
2019

Miriam at VOStival, 2019 Wouter (right) and Luuk at CoBo, 2018 

From left to right: Wouter, Jack, Jona, Steffy and
Quincy at Tweekend, 2017
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Bart (left) and Casper at Staff Drinks 
Borrel, 2019 

From left to right: Vicky, Juliet, Yannick and
Wouter at One Night in Ghent, 2018 

From left to right: Jona, Nicole and
Tessa at Studytrip to Vienna, 2017 

From left to right: Julie, Szabolcs, 
Machteld, Hamin and Jakop at 
Intreeweek, 2019 

Youri (left) and Thomas at TWeekend, 2016

From left to right: Miriam, Sara, Will, Tjerk 
and Jack at Studytrip to Tallinn, 2018 



SUBMITTED QUESTIONS TO 
THE COMMITTEE 
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We asked VOS-members to ask us questions 
personally and each selected three questions 
randomly. All respondents are anonymized with a 
random letter of the Latin alphabet. 

M: Can you recommend a place in the Netherlands 
outside of Amsterdam?
Josje: Hmmm, difficult question. If I have to 
recommend a place other than Amsterdam, I would 
go for Texel because of all the sheep and rabbits, 
but Amsterdam is more fun.

K: Who refers to you by your real name (Jos)?

Josje: Haha, close family and some group of friends! 
And Casper does sometimes.

N: What and how will you contribute to the 
postponed Lustrum celebration next academic 
year?

Josje: Suppose that the next board wants a new 
Lustrum committee. Then, we will inform the next 
Lustrum committee about all the things we were 
planning for this year, recommend a few places, and 
obviously just go to all the fun Lustrum events.

K: What is it like to date a real Indian princess?

Casper: Climbing up the social ladder is a tiring 

pursuit, but it pays off.

J: Where would you teleport to, suppose that you 
are able to teleport?

Casper: Depends. Would I be able to teleport back? 
If so, probably inside a billionaire asshole’s safe. I 
swear I would give the money to charity. Most of it.

A: What do you think the Lustrum will look like 
next year?
Casper: It will probably be better than this year’s 

would have been, considering there have been 
barely any expenses these past months.

C: How many years are there left for you in the 
tank?

Luuk: At least a century, I feel that I am being 
blessed with my genes.

A: In this modern age of technology, what is the 
biggest change you have seen since your time?

Luuk: Touch screens, I remember having sworn a long 
time ago at the beginning of my youth that I would 
never have a touch screen on my phone, since I liked 
pressing real buttons so much while typing 
messages. Guess what: now I am sending mostly 
voice messages, because my fingers are becoming 
too exhausted from only touching a screen.

D: Since you joined VOS many years ago, what has 
changed the most?
Luuk: The whole vibe to it, the people.

R: Why didn’t you join the Corps?
Tjerk: That it is a pressing question everybody 
nowadays questions themselves, is it not?

J: What’s the last clumsy thing you did?
Tjerk: I do not remember. Probably bumped into a 
lamppost or something. I do not really keep track, to 
be honest. Most things that most people would 
consider clumsy are part of my daily routine.

M: What have you learned this year from being on 
the Lustrum Committee?

Tjerk: I learned how totally broke study associations 
from the humanities are. There is literally no money 
whatsoever. 

From left to right the committee for Lustrum IV: Tjerk, Casper, Luuk and Josje
in a rainy Westerpark in December, 2019 



A MEETING WITH THE OLD 
FOX 
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I heard the Old Fox was not doing so well, so I 

decided to pay him a little visit. I knew that 

the Old Fox lived somewhere in Landsmeer - a 

town near the north of Amsterdam - but I did 

not expect that the place was so difficult to 

find. After entering Landsmeer, I still had to 

cross multiple overgrown sand paths and a few 

medieval bridges stained with white spots that 

could have been traces of mildew until I finally 

reached the house he inhabited. It was an old-

fashioned wooden house that looked more like 

an abandoned shack that was forgotten to any 

man and only known to the lost ferals. Then 

again, Sal was named after an animal.

The Old Fox was already standing in the 

doorway with a pompous air that seemed to 

convey as if he were “expecting” me. I 

understood damn well that he expected me, 

but he did not have to actually stand there as 

if his god gifted him with the power of being 

the holy oracle of Landsmeer. However, he was 

not his usual self at the moment. I slowly 

walked over to him and immediately noticed 

that his normally already bony face had 

degraded into something incredibly emaciated. 

He even had grown some facial hair. Ironic as it 

is for a man whose nickname is the Old Fox, I 

always assumed he could not grow facial hair, 

as I never spotted him with a beard. I stopped 

walking when me and the Old Fox were 

separated by 1.5 meters. 

‘Well, well, well. If it isn’t the little wage 

slave from Prometheus. How are you holding 

on, workhorse?’ the Old Fox exclaimed.

‘I am not working there anymore. I told you 

that, right?’ I answered seriously.

‘Yeah, yeah, yeah. Well, I guess I am old, and I 

suppose you ever told me that. I simply cannot 

remember everything, lad. That pretty much 

entails I am quite old, lad.’

‘I do not think you are that old, Sal. You are 

suffering from Korsakoff syndrome, maybe. But 

you are not that old.’

‘Frankly, my lad, I do not even know what that 

is. Would you perhaps like a cigarillo?’

‘A cigarillo? No, thanks,’ I uttered surprised, 

‘So, how are you doing, Sal?’

‘Ça va, ça va. The usual, I guess, ha ha,’ the 

Old Fox responded awkwardly.

‘How is this whole situation “the usual”?’

The Old Fox hesitated and itched his facial 

hair. Then, he gestured to me to enter his 

shack. ‘Come on in, lad. I made porridge this 

morning.’

As I peeked behind him, I spotted a complete 

mess of beer cans, bottles of bootleg vodka 

and a substantial amount of cigarillo packs. I 

tried to be polite. ‘Yeah, I don’t think that’s a 

really good idea, Sal. There appears to be a 

virus – you might have heard about it – and 

although I do not think I am contaminated, I do 

think that it is irresponsible for me to come 

into your shack. Your humble abode… I mean, 

you are quite old, as you mentioned.’

by Tjerk Bouwmans (VOS-member since 2017) 

‘I am aware of the virus and I am quite old 

indeed... Yes, I guess you are right. Can I bring 

you a scarf or anything? It seems a bit chilly.’

‘No, I am good, Sal. The weather is really 

muggy today anyway. I appreciate the offer, 

but I do not mind talking outside.’

‘I understand. I like being outside during the 

day to spot bats.’

I did not know what to say. I gazed at the Old 

Fox’s blank expression and could not notice 

any sign of actual life. All the responses he 

gave were really off, as if they were uttered by 

somebody else. I felt extremely sorry for the 

once so flamboyant and foolish fox. Foxes tend 

to be solitary creatures, but it was perspicuous 

that Sal was a social animal that had become 

untethered from all the sources he usually 

obtained energy from.

‘I am so depressed,’ the Old Fox sighed.

‘I sort of presumed that. I am very sorry to 

hear that, Sal.’

‘I miss going to the cafe and I miss Amsterdam. 

I miss Matthijs van Nieuwkerk. I miss the 

pointless conversations when I am pissdrunk

with people I do not know. Above all, you 

cancelled the Lustrumweek. That was 

tremendously gut-wrenching.’

I was content that the Old Fox finally opened 

himself, but it was heartbreaking to see how 

much trouble he had handling the situation. 

I explained to him how there was no choice 

other than cancelation and that VOS would 

make sure that the celebration of the fourth 

lustrum would happen whenever the situation 

was normal again. Finally, I told him about the 

Non-Lustrum Almanac we were compiling. 

As I mentioned this to him, I noticed a little 

twinkle in his eyes and a grin that one could 

almost interpret as a smile.

‘Can you ensure that I will be in the almanac 

too, lad?’ the Old Fox inquired somewhat 

enthusiastically.

‘Of course, you legend. As we speak, you are in 

it right now!’ I exclaimed cheerfully.

‘Please, don’t. I thought you knew that I am 

not a fan of such postmodern clichés,’ the Old 

Fox responded cynically.

‘Sure.’

‘I also do not really like the fact that we have 

a conversation in English, even though we are 

both Dutch speakers.’

‘Yes, I know, do not like it either. But, come 

on, Sal, you know very well that every member 

should be able to read the almanac… So, what 

do you want your contribution to be instead.’

‘I would like to have an independent piece, 

lad!’ the Old Fox cried joyously, ‘I would like 

to give recommendations on films, books and 

so on. Let the people know I am not solely a 

frantic barbarian whose only purpose is to 

crave for effervescent, alcoholic beverages.’

‘Of course, Sal. If that is what you want, I 

suppose that it is the least I can do for you.’

The Old Fox involuntarily showed his frantic 

teeth as he smiled. While he lit a cigarillo, he 

started to look like the flamboyant fox I knew 

again. Nevertheless, I still could not really 

grasp why he had swapped his habit of acting 

like a wacky though respected uncle for 

smoking cigarillos. I guess that is what you get 

when you hold foxes in a domicile for too long. 



RECOMMENDATIONS OF 
THE OLD FOX
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The committee gave me the opportunity to 

share some readable and watchable 

recommendations for the upcoming weeks 

and months. There might be another wave, 

there might be an easing of rules, there 

might be a magical vaccine that solves 

everything. Forget all that! It is never bad 

to know some more books to read and 

films and series to watch! (PS. I am far 

from OK, but I am happy. Come visit my 

humble abode if you happen to be in 

Landsmeer! You cannot miss it!) 

Series:

The Leftovers (2014-2017, HBO) 

I cannot write down how beautiful The 

Leftovers is. It is spiritual, it is 

philosophical, it is melancholic and it is so 

indescribably good. An amazing epic 

following a couple of individuals that are 

coping with the tragedy of a mysterious 

departure of two percent of the global 

population. An absolute must-see!

Master of None (2015, Netflix) 

Whatever you might think about Aziz 

Ansari, this Netflix-series created by him 

is unarguably fantastic. We follow Dev, an 

actor living in New York, who does not 

have everything quite together and cannot 

stop thinking about his seemingly 

meaningless existence. You probably 

interpret this as depressing or serious, but 

trust me, Master of None succeeds in 

creating the philosophical concerns about 

life into an experience that is charming, 

delicate and above all, very witty.

Joardy Sitcom (2019-2020, YouTube) 

I binge-watched it and I had no idea what I 

had just seen. Then, I watched all the 

episodes again. And, again. Momentarily, I 

cannot stop watching it. Joardy Sitcom is 

an absurd mini-series about a cafe in 

Amsterdam called “Het Pomphuys” ran by 

Joardy and his friend Lexxus, who are 

constantly bothered by government 

officials who want to check their kitchen; 

in which the hell begins. Exquisite trash!

Films:

Under the Skin (2013) 

It might seem too art-house or too horror, but 

if you dare to take a chance on it, you will 

definitely not be disappointed. I believe that 

Under the Skin is one of the few films of the 

previous decade in which the experience wins 

over the story. I will not say anything about it 

further, as this could ruin the experience. 

Seriously, take a chance on it. It is amazing!

Son of Saul (2015) 

This is undoubtedly one of the best World War II 

films ever made. We follow the horrible days of 

Saul, who is condemned to be a member of the 

Sonderkommando in Auschwitz, which 

temporarily gives him the chance to survive the 

atrocities of Auschwitz. Amongst the horrors, 

the humiliations and the many different 

tongues, Saul attempts to do something that 

reminds him of humanity. Foundational and

heart-breaking film.

A Serious Man (2009) 

Perhaps you have heard of The Big Lebowski or 

No Country of Old Men, but my personal 

favorite of the Coen brothers is absolutely A 

Serious Man. Larry Gopnik is a middle-aged man 

who seems to have it all together, but then 

everything starts to work against him. He wants 

the answers and reasons for why this happens 

to him, so he decides to visit a few rabbis. 

However, they do not bring him much 

further… Even though the story might not seem 

like it, A Serious Man is surprisingly hilarious. 

See it immediately!

Books:

Franz Kafka - Amerika (1927) 

A Kafkaesque protagonist named Karl is a 

German immigrant who just arrived in 

Kafkaesque America. If you are familiar with 

Kafka, give it a try. If you are not familiar with 

Kafka, do not give it a try. Amerika is by far 

Kafka’s least straightforward novel and does 

not work to an ending, as there is no ending. If 

you are willing to accept this, then you are in 

for a treat. It is simply fantastic.

Simone de Beauvoir - A very easy death (1964) 

A compelling story about a middle-aged woman, 

who describes the deterioration of her mother 

in the hospital. It is sometimes rough to read, 

but it tells you everything about the 

relationship with a mother and how heart-

breaking it is to see such a person fade away.

Nikolai Gogol - Dead Souls (1842) 

Of course, I need to recommend one Russian 

novel. Dead Souls is a story about Chichikov, 

who visits landowners to convince them to sell 

him their dead souls. It does not matter if you 

do not understand this, as it are these 

encounters with the landowners that make this 

novel so fantastic. You can either hate or love 

the cunning nature of Chichikov, but you will 

certainly laugh your ass off with him.

by Salomon Vos  



SMALL COVID INTERVIEW 
PART 2 
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with Tessa Arneri (VOS-member since 2016)  

Who are you?

I’m Tessa, I graduated from Linguistics in 2019, and was on the board in 2017-2018.

How have you been doing ?

I have been doing well! I work from home anyway, so not a lot has changed about that. Luckily, none of my friends 

and family got sick, and I already quite like staying at home… so I am absolutely fine!

Can you tell something you have learned (or wish you had learned) during this period?

I learned that I am too lazy to do the things that I always say I will do once I have the time…

Why did you ever decide to study linguistics?

To be honest, I only enrolled because I was on holiday during the Matching day of the philosophy course, and my 

plan was to only go to the Matching day and then switch… I had never given Linguistics a second thought. But once I 

attended the introductory classes, I knew this was exactly what I loved: I had always loved studying languages 

(especially grammar) in high school, but I never wanted to ‘commit’ to just one language… I realised that 

Linguistics was absolutely ideal for me. So, I switched to Linguistics just before summer started. I have not 

regretted it one single moment, and I still do not understand why I did not realise it before.

What part of linguistics interests you the most?

I love morphology, syntax, semantics, linguistic theory, philosophy of language, but most of all any typological 

research. And I have a little obsession with morphosyntactic alignment.

Why did you ever decide to become a VOS-member?

My Intreeweek papa’s were on the board at the time, and I thought everybody was just so nice, welcoming and 

friendly. And we were offered a discount on our books, so there was hardly any reason not to become a member.

What does VOS mean to you?

VOS has changed over the years, it has grown and changed to fit a more international profile, but I feel like it’s 

still the same association in its core: VOS members are just very accepting and loving nice people, and the board 

members have always been so helpful with any problems you might have. I made so many friends through this 

association from multiple different generations, and learned so much from being a board member. Of course, as a 

former board member, VOS means a little extra to me, as I dedicated so much of my time and effort into keeping it 

going and organising (linguistics related) events and attending the borrels every week, and so on… It was an 

absolute pleasure to be a ‘foxy mama’, and VOS will always have a special place in my heart!

What would be the first thing you would do, suppose that this whole period was a bad nightmare you finally 

woke up from?

Drinking at bars! That’s one of the few things I really miss.

What do you hope the future will bring for you and the world?

A solution to global warming, world peace of course, and more job offers for linguists.



CO(NON)LUMNSTRUM
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IPA

We have probably all come to know and 

love (or perhaps hate) IPA, which was 

developed in the 19th century. Certainly, it 

is a bit of an acquired taste. At first, the 

seemingly endless array of possibilities is 

daunting, to say the very least. So many of 

its members are so similar, only real 

experts would be able to spot the minor 

differences and articulate them. But, 

thinking about it, why would there be such 

a variety, if there weren’t indeed 

noticeable contrasts? Answering this 

somewhat philosophical question leads us 

to the discovery that the manner in which 

they are produced can vary, and some can 

also come from a different place. Now, 

even if the production manner and place 

can be the same, different ‘flavours’ can 

still be added. All we know for sure is that 

the tongue and the palate are very 

instrumental in making a distinction 

between various members. Getting to know 

all of it is a bittersweet process… Much like 

the taste. Cheers!

Football Tournament of the Humanities

I still remember my first interaction with 

VOS, many years ago (June 2017). The 

soon-to-be first year students had just had 

their UvA Matching classes, and next on the 

agenda was a lunch with VOS. I distinctly 

remember talking to Luuk Hendrix (our 

much beloved board member), who tried 

to convince us to join VOS, by means of his 

suave persona. However, while he had my 

curiosity, it was not until he mentioned the 

yearly football tournament for all study 

associations of the Humanities, that he had 

my attention. I instantly signed up with 

VOS for 3 years, immediately starting my 3-

year-plan to bring the cup home…

It was all supposed to work out very well: 

that first year (June 2018), we would draft 

a team of experienced players, to get my 

football philosophy going. No aim for the 

first place, just seeing where we are and 

what we need to improve on. Small steps 

to inevitable success. Or so I thought… It 

was only a week before the tournament 

when disaster struck: first-year project 

presentations. There was no way around 

them. We simply could not miss them, and 

the tournament was on that very same day, 

at the very same time… A dream was 

shattered. I had let myself down, and more 

importantly, I had let VOS down. Football 

was not coming home.

There was nothing that I could do, so I 

decided to look at the future again. My 3-

year-plan took a dent, but all was not lost. 

Surely, it could also be done in two years…

Right? A year passed, and the next edition 

of the tournament was coming up. This 

time, I knew to look at the schedule in 

advance: “Linguistic Theories”. 

It did say ‘poster presentations’ on the Canvas 

page, but I had checked, and the tournament 

started fairly late that year. I expected this to 

not be a problem. This proved to be quite naive: 

the poster presentations turned out to be in the 

very late afternoon. I asked, nay, begged Kees

Hengeveld if we could possibly move the 

presentations up to earlier that day, describing 

the imminent glory for VOS, for Linguistics 

world-wide, glory of Chomskyan proportions! 

But he was relentless. And so died my dreams.

This will be the last year of the 3-year-plan that 

was supposed to be a grand success. I find 

myself reluctant to look at the schedule of the 

tournament and the courses, for I fear another 

disappointment (red. little did Erik now about 

COVID-19). But if, by the will of Chomsky, the 

morphemes align, and we can actually play, I 

urge everyone who likes football to sign up. And 

if you don’t like to play football, you should still 

come cheer your fellow VOSjes on to victory! GO 

VOS!

Cracking the Impossible Code

In our Linguistics courses at UvA, we look at all 

the main disciplines of Linguistics. However, in 

Linguistics, orthography is often considered a 

‘necessary evil’. It is only a means to convey 

messages, often very inconsistent and arbitrary. 

Therefore, not much attention is paid to this, 

sometimes very interesting, topic.

In the 19th century, some sort of writing system 

was discovered on Easter Island. Easter Island is 

already a place of mystery, so maybe it was only 

fitting that this script was found there. The 

aboriginal inhabitants of the island, the Rapa 

Nui, called this script rongorongo. It consists of 

many glyphs that seem to represent certain 

words or actions. All found sources consist of 

lines of these glyphs, scribbled onto tablets of 

wood (and sometimes stone). Apparently, the 

writing direction is from left to right, starting at 

the bottom. When you reach the end of a line, 

you turn the tablet upside down and continue 

on the next line.

Many linguists have tried to decipher the 

language, but no one has succeeded. Partly 

because of this, it is also assumed that 

rongorongo is, in fact, not a writing system but, 

rather a proto-writing system (for which you 

would need to know the language, in order to 

understand the inscription), much like rebuses.

If you like trying to solve (impossible?) puzzles, 

why not try it? What could possibly go 

rongorong? Go for it!

by Erik Westermann (VOS-member since 2017) 



WHICH VOS LINGUISTICS 
STUDENT ARE YOU?

161-6-2020

Hatted Chomsky: 

Self-assured sociolinguist and polyglot

Does not identity with any nation’s 

culture 

Attends nightclubs to record people’s 

speech in smoking areas

‘I really could have been good friends 

with Bearded Chomsky if he could only 

see the lovely world around him.’

Pipe-smoking Chomsky:

Wittgenstein-inspired language 

philosopher

Disappointed in the fact that the 

linguistics course is not more like 

philosophy

Finds a way to incorporate papers from 

Gottlob Frege and Bertrand Russell in 

phonological research proposals 

‘Honestly, man, not being rude or 

anything, but I don’t give a fuck that 

you liked the transcription course.’

Suited Chomsky:

Self-proclaimed phonetician  

Has an altar dedicated to Paul Boersma  

Silently discards anybody who is like 

Hatted Chomsky 

‘She seemed interesting at first, but 

then I found out her native language had 

a phonological inventory below 15, 

which I logically perceived as 

“rɪˈdɪkjʊləs”. First and last time I 

attend the IPA-quiz borrel. Any borrel in 

general for that matter.’ 

No-glasses Chomsky: 

Hardcore generativist and empiricist 

Finds it absurd that linguistics is part of the 

humanities

Argues that syntactic trees provide the oxygen he 

needs to breath 

‘One could argue that even society is structured and 

constructed syntactically. So to speak.’

Bearded Chomsky: 

Technocrat computational linguist 

Started to love linguistics because of talent and 

interest in mathematics 

Argues that everything which is unempirical is 

inherently unnecessary

‘Should we stop speculating and philosophizing and 

come to an actual point.’ 

Smiling Chomsky:

Aspiring forensic linguist 

Chose to study linguistics because of the movie 

‘Arrival’

Has trouble with passing courses, but did finish a lot 

of lessons in Duolingo 

‘For me there exists only one IPA and I have just 

bottomed that.’



AN HOMAGE TO DIEP: ON THE QUEST FOR 
FINDING THE DEEPER REASONING BEHIND 
MAKING PUNS WITH DIEP’S NAME 
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In a row of far above average level of 

interesting looking bars you stumble upon 

DIEP. Welcome to this weird-ass café, 

situated in a not so unique street but with 

a very unique atmosphere. It’s a place from 

where you can practically see the Dam 

(square): there is either only one corner of 

buildings or an entire royal palace in the 

way of laying an eye on it. From its terrace 

you can actually see a wild variety of 

buildings, including what 70s/80s 

architecture styles had to offer humanity.

Never ever have concerns concerning going 

there: you can never be frowned upon 

when walking into DIEP, no matter your 

outside or inside.

Once you physically enter, having an 

overview is far from difficult due to its 

less-is-more-rectangular-shaped form: 

there is a front and there is a back. You 

will notice that the plants are fake, 

whereas the people are real(ly far from 

normal or boring). It looks dark and quaint, 

but still manages to portray the 

contemporary version of the critically 

endangered ‘brown café’.

The music you hear is not solely decided by 

the staff, but also by pro-active visitors 

(this could be you!).

Having completed the description of its 

sensible appearance, it is time to pay 

attention to the inner side. The style can 

be characterized as alternative: 

somewhere between the Minds (very 

alternative) and Schuim (slightly 

alternative), while being closer related to 

the latter. It therefore smoothly fulfils the 

role of local safe space and neighbourhood 

centre.

Co-owner Frank (the other one being Rob 

who is less famous) has many sides: 

business-like, father figure, welcoming 

host, casual pen pal and he allows you to 

do/bring/organize anything you could 

dream of unless it involves drinking liquids 

from outside DIEP or making a fire inside. A 

small example of this is hanging an Ajax 

inspired painting (created by the writer of 

this piece) in DIEP for more than a month.

Back to us, VOS. Despite the fact we’re not 
the only study association borreling here, 
the connection between DIEP and VOS is 
particularly strong. We've been doing our 
borreling for more than a decade (no 
earlier records found) and normally each 
and every Wednesday this location is ours. 

This may be a little too often, but it shows for 

show (sure) a level of loyalty which can’t be 

attained by other associations that come here 

biweekly or only monthly. The aforementioned 

connection has become even stronger, given the 

fact that a former board member of VOS is 

working there (Hi, Bart Nijsten)!

A homage would develop into a commercial 

without some points of critique, so what does 

this joint lack? The fitting answer should 

mention a hint of minimalism in the interior and 

(finger) food. 

Unless a vending machine selling “fresh” 

peanuts chosen from the uncountable number of 

two options counts as nutrition. There’s an 

exception to the rule of not offering food: on 

Thursdays a local with Indonesian roots prepares 

his signature dish for you and your 10 euros.

The presence of Wi-Fi is subject of an ongoing 

debate. But it can help you in fact-checking the 

following fun facts:

Did you know there used to be a gas station 

located where DIEP now is? Back in the days 

when Amsterdam thought of becoming an actual 

car city, when historical buildings had to be torn 

down for the creation of “city highways”, there 

was apparently a need for a gas station right in 

our lovely place.

Fun fact on top of a fun fact: did you know that 

the previous fun fact was once more proven 

when on a sparsely happening cleaning day a 

tank full of oil (it might have been empty) was 

found somewhere hidden in the basement?

After having read this homage one might think 

we always write VOS in upper case, because 

café DIEP is doing so accordingly. This is a 

merely marvellous coincidence.

But needless to say, in times of crisis we miss 

DIEP.

by Luuk Hendrix (VOS-member since 2016) 



WHO IS MOST LIKELY TO? 
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Who is most likely to become a millionaire?

JO-ANNE 

“Woooow me? Probably my treasurer skills :D”

Who is most likely to break a world record?

HUSAM 

“Oh wow! I did not expect that! I feel very humbled by this 

and hope I don't let the voters down and actually break a 

world record, for something positive!”

Who is most likely to win a Nobel Prize?

ERIK 

“This nomination means a lot to me. With no bel 

prize I remain prizeless. However, actually winning 

the Nobel Prize would be priceless!”

Who is most likely to write a bestseller?

LINN

“Wow! I feel so honored! First of all I wanna

thank my parents! blah blah speech stuff 

anyways thanks guys”

Who is most likely to marry a celebrity?

GRACE F. 

“I would like to thank the academy, my fellow 

Vosjes and my bisexuality for giving me the 

most options with celebrity crushes.”

Who is most likely to move to Antarctica?

ANOUK 

“I love penguins”

by Josje Ritmeester 
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Who is most likely to run away to join the 

circus?

MACHTELD  

“Oh myy hahahah what can I say!! I know I am 

a party to be around but so entertaining? I 

would have never guessed man... Would love 

to join Dumbo and his crew :)))) ”

Who is most likely to become homeless?

ZION 

“Honestly? It's an honor.”

Who is most likely to get arrested? 

GIDEON & LUUK 

Gideon: “ʙɑdəˈʙɪŋ.ʙɑdəˌʙuːm”

Luuk: “If it’s only legal and without 

risk, it ain’t fun.” 

Who is most likely to kill someone accidentally?

TJERK 

“Luckily, it has not happened yet, but I must 

admit that I fear it every day” 



WORD SEARCH 
PUZZLE
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ALCOHOLISM

ANTISOCIAL

ANXIETY

BOREDOM

CANCELLATIONS

CORONA PARTY

CRYING

DRUGS

END THE LOCKDOWN

FEVER

GAINING WEIGHT

ISOLATION

JENSEN

JOBLESS

LONELINESS

LUUK HENDRIX

MELANCHOLIA

OVEREATING

QUARANTINE

SAD

SICK

SNEEZING

TOILET PAPER

UNEMPLOYED

UNMOTIVATED

VIRUS

WUHAN

HOW TO PLAY: Look up, down, and diagonally, both forward and backward to find every word on the list. Circle each as you find it. When all the words are circled, read the 

UNUSED letters going from left to right and top to bottom to find the answer.

by Casper Cornelisse & Josje Ritmeester (VOS-members since 2017) 



SMALL COVID INTERVIEW 
PART 3 
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with Giulia Coene (VOS-member since 2018)  

Who are you?

Miss Giulia Indya Debbie Coene, 22 years old, an Amsterdam-native Dutch girl with Indonesian roots, university 

student, a happy person (as in gelukkig, not blij) and (half-/ex-step)sister, (grand-/ex-step)daughter, (girl-

/best/old)friend, ex-girlfriend, niece, cousin and also rear aunt. I could go on actually, but these are the important 

parts. I guess I care about all the relationships I have.  

How have you been doing ?
If you sum up all the negative and positive things, the sum is still positive, therefore I would say I am doing rather 
well. University is still kind of ‘meh’ as always, but I am pulling through. Life in general has been very good.

Can you tell something you have learned (or wish you had learned) during this period?
For the Corona-period? Then, I have learned that my life is actually quite full even though I think of myself as 
someone who doesn’t do shit. Also, I wish I had learned to plan well and have some discipline to make uni easier for 
myself. And I learned that I am someone who actually (metaphorically, obviously, I have had too many semantics 
classes) runs away from (school/adult-related) problems… For the school period… I learned how Zoom works and 
what open-book exams are. And, I guess I learned some semantics. What is a period actually? A block? A semester? A 
year? I didn't do shit this whole year honestly. Wish I had learned how to school motivation.

Why did you ever decide to study linguistics? 
There was an alumna from my high school who came to talk about her studies after high school (there was a what-
to-study-track-afternoon organised) and she talked about doing ‘taalwetenschap’ in Leiden. I thought ah that’s kind 
of nice and interesting, I guess. Took a gap year after school and then decided that, what the hell, I’ll just pick 
something that was the only thing where I ever thought: “ah that’s kind of nice and interesting, I guess’’... Now, we 
are here.

What part of linguistics interests you the most?
I don’t know, man, I thought phonology and semantics and pragmatics were the most interesting this year. My 
favourite course ever was introduction to linguistics. So, maybe just linguistics in general but in an easy, superficial 
way. 

Why did you ever decide to become a VOS-member?
I thought it was nice that there were people who met up and stuff. Thought it might be a good idea to fucking try 
and be social at uni. Also, it was quite cheap, and everyone says they join a study association and you also could get 
book discounts!

What does VOS mean to you?
I’m not sure. It’s nice that there is a study association and that they organise stuff and that you can join if you feel 
like being social at uni.

What would be the first thing you would do, suppose that this whole period was a bad nightmare you finally 
woke up from? 
I would fucking cry and probably gave up, knowing I would have to do all these damn courses all over again... As for 
the Corona-period: Then yeah, I don’t know. I kind of appreciate this time in a way though. I’m not into turning 
back time or wanting to change things in life. I am moving forward; in this period as well. Good things are 
happening as well!

What do you hope the future will bring for you and the world?
Hopefully, things in general will stay kind of good for the world. Or just a bit better. Stuff will always be kind of 
bad in many ways, but I don’t really see that as something bad or so… It would be nice of course if things were 
going to be way, way better than any other era in history, but I don’t think it’s realistic. I have faith that my future 
will be good for me (because of me). I just wish for good health, mine and of the ones most important to me. Then 
it’ll all turn out really great. 



THE YEAR OF SYNECDOCHE LUSTRUM, THE YEAR OF 
THE OLD FOX AND LUSTRUM IV OR: THE 
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The idea was to make a timeline of the history of VOS. 

Then, Corona came. Here is a timeline on the events 

leading up to the COVID-19 measures around the 

actions of the lustrum committee. I made an attempt 

to involve all active VOS-members. This is a subjective 

view of the state of affairs. I hope it is readable.

{OPEN LOGBOOK}

August 27, 2019: Intreeweek Borrel. There is 

opportunity for first-years to meet other VOS-members. 

It is not super crowded. Luuk is satisfied with being in 

the role of a chair.

September 11, 2019: Casper, Josje and Tjerk 

individually go to the borrel. Luuk is wearing a VOS T-

shirt with “LUSTRUM” on it. Tjerk notices this. Tjerk 

offers Luuk to lead the committee. Luuk laughs. Casper 

is enthusiastic too. Luuk laughs. Josje is petting a straw 

cat. Luuk ignores Josje.

September 11, 2019: Luuk convinces Casper and Josje

to sign up for TWeekend. They concur. Tjerk is 

indecisive. Gideon is the first vosje of the week.

September 18, 2019: Tjerk decides to sign up for 

TWeekend too. Tjerk does not pay the fee on time. Jo-

Anne, treasurer, is not pleased. Luuk admonishes Tjerk. 

Machteld is the second vosje of the week.

September 19, 2019: Tjerk signs up for the Lustrum 

committee. Tjerk calls Casper and Josje to join him. 

Casper and Josje decide to accept this wish. Tjerk signs 

up Casper and Josje.

September 25, 2019: Erik and Juliet have a borrel

dedicated to their birthday. There is a birthday cake.

September 27, 2019: First day of TWeekend. All 

participants meet at Amsterdam Centraal around 4 

o’clock in the afternoon. Except Luuk. Luuk departs 

from Almere by car. Tjerk can only depart after 5 

o’clock due to his internship. All participants arrive at 

the campsite in Voorthuizen. Tjerk’s phone dies at 

Amersfoort Centraal (back then, still Amersfoort). Tjerk 

takes the right bus to Voorthuizen. Tjerk does not know 

which stop to get out. Tjerk asks the busdriver. The 

busdriver advises to stay on the bus and hands him her 

phone. Tjerk checks the phone and sees that he is going 

away from the campsite. He decides to go off and thank 

the busdriver. Tjerk asks a young woman for advice. She 

offers him to charge his phone in her trailer. He 

concurs. Meanwhile, all participants of TWeekend are 

settling and drinking. The trailer park is shady. 

However, the trailer of the woman is cosy. She lives 

there with a huge dog. Tjerk accepts a glass of water. 

Tjerk charges his phone. He calls Luuk. Tjerk is afraid 

that Luuk is drunk. Luuk is not drunk yet. Luuk says he 

will pick up Tjerk. Tjerk thanks the woman and goes 

outside. Luuk, Josje and Charlotte arrive after some 

time by car. Tjerk is relieved. Luuk, Josje, Tjerk and 

Charlotte go to the campsite. Tjerk meets with the 

people in the big tent. Officially, all participants are 

present. Husam is a veteran amongst rookies. Husam

was at TWeekend in 2017 too. Just like Josje. And, 

some others. The evening is fun. There develops some 

beef with another group of students. These students are 

doing a cantus. These students study something related 

to farms. A beer is spilled over Casper. Farm students 

do not mesh well with linguistics students. Machteld

helps a tired Grace. A fire is made.

September 28, 2019: Second day of TWeekend. Casper, Josje

and Tjerk wake up in the same tent. Casper, Josje and Tjerk 

eat breakfast. Casper and Josje play “Weerwolven van 

Wakkerdam” with most of the people. Luuk, Tjerk, Hamin, 

Lieke and Machteld decide to go to the lake. It is not warm. 

The sun does not shine. The water is very cold. Tjerk touches 

the water. The water is ice cold. Tjerk does not think it is fun 

to swim now. Luuk decides to go swim. Luuk pretends as if he 

likes to swim in ice cold water. Tjerk goes away. Tjerk arrives 

in the big tent. Tjerk notices there is no beer anymore. Tjerk 

looks at Casper and Josje. Casper and Josje are pissed. It is 2 

o’clock. Luuk arrives in the big tent. Luuk is notified of the 

beer problem. Luuk promises to go to the supermarket. 

Casper, Josje and Tjerk are bored. Casper tells a story about 

cows. Casper, Josje and Tjerk toast on the cows in the 

meadow. Casper, Josje and Tjerk are unofficially the Lustrum 

committee. Casper, Josje and Tjerk decide to organise an 

activity. Casper, Josje and Tjerk are not original. Casper, 

Josje and Tjerk organise a cantus. It is 5 o’clock. Luuk, 

Charlotte and Jo-Anne go to the supermarket. Casper, Josje

and Tjerk think up the cantus. It is 7 o’clock. Casper, Josje

and Tjerk ask Luuk to help them do the cantus. Luuk concurs. 

It is between 8 and 9 o’clock. The cantus begins. There are 

four teams. There are captains. People are meshed. People 

meet new people. People dance. People drink. Jakop does not 

know how to stop talking about Abcoude. It is fun. It is 

between 11 and 12 o’clock. The participants decide that the 

cantus is finished. The evening goes on. Tjerk thinks he is a 

poet. It is very late.

September 29, 2019: Third day of TWeekend. TWeekend has 

finished. People eat breakfast. People are tidying up. Most 

people are walking to the bus stop. Luuk leaves by car. 

Machteld accompanies Luuk in the car. The bus stop amazes 

Casper, Josje, Sylvie and Tjerk. There is a vending machine. 

The vending machine sells cheese and eggs. Josje buys a pack 

of eggs. Casper and Tjerk hope that the eggs break. Casper 

and Tjerk are disappointed. Tjerk eats a raw egg. The people 

from TWeekend make a group picture.

October 2, 2019: Constitution Borrel. Charlotte, Jo-Anne, 

Klaudia and Luuk are officially the new board. Luuk asks Tjerk 

to be the “pedel”. Tjerk is a bad “pedel”. Tjerk is supposed to 

protect a foxy stick. Tjerk is bribed by Helios and SCIO. Tjerk 

pisses off the study association from Utrecht called Babel. It is 

a fun COBO. Husam, Jona, Juliet, Lara, Quincy and Tessa are 

present as old board members. Casper and Josje arrive late. 

Luuk tells Casper, Josje and Tjerk that the three of them will 

form the Lustrum committee. Tjerk asks who will fill up the 

last spot. Luuk says he does not know.

October 7, 2019: The current board decides that Luuk will fill 

up the final spot of the committee.

October 8, 2019: General Assembly. The twentieth board 

announces their plans. Jakop is the third vosje of the week. 

Jakop talks about Abcoude in his interview.

October 24, 2019: The first meeting of the Lustrum 

committee. The tasks are divided. Tjerk is a chair or a 

praeses. Josje is a secretary or an ab-actis. Casper is a 

treasurer or a quaestor. Luuk’s role is ambiguous. Luuk is the 

chair of the board. Luuk is therefore chair of the lustrum 

committee. Tjerk is the chair of the lustrum committee. Luuk 

is now the assessor. There is a comparison made with 

Medvedev and Putin. Some laugh. Casper, Josje, Luuk and 

Tjerk go to This is Holland. Casper, Josje, Luuk and Tjerk eat 

dinner in THT. Casper, Josje, Luuk and Tjerk go to the borrel. 

The exam week is over. The borrel is not crowded. Juliet is 

the fourth vosje of the week.

October 30, 2019: Halloween Costume Party at Club YOLO. 

Casper and Josje go to the pre-borrel. Tjerk joins Casper and 

Josje quite late. Josje convinces Casper and Tjerk to come. 

Casper and Tjerk concur. Casper, Josje and Tjerk do not have 

a ticket. Charlotte is at the door. Charlotte says that Casper, 

Josje and Tjerk should pay. Casper, Josje and Tjerk do not 

disagree. Josje pays Charlotte in cash. The evening is fun. 

Gideon, Klaudia and Machteld wear the best halloween

outfits. Casper, Josje and Tjerk are not dressed up. Luuk’s 

costume is not special. 

November 6, 2019: Scrabble borrel. People are playing with 

little square blocks with letters on them. Hamin is the fifth 

vosje of the week.

November 13, 2019: Borrel dedicated to the birthday of Jo-

Anne. Femke is the sixth vosje of the week.

November 20, 2019: Pubquiz borrel. Team of Ewa, Hamin, 

Luuk, Sjaak and Szabolcs wins the pubquiz.

December 2, 2019: VOS is officially twenty years old. The 

lustrum committee decides not to tell. The lustrum committee 

decides to open the lustrum year on December 9th. Current 

board members, old board members and lustrum committee 

members toast on this in Westerpark. Charlotte, Husam, Josje, 

Juliet, Klaudia, Luuk and Tjerk enjoy themselves in the Ton 

Ton Club.

by Josje Ritmeester
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December 3, 2019: Anouk and Gideon present the 

first Language Cafe. Anouk and Gideon talk about 

Australian. The event is successful. People like 

Australian.

December 4, 2019: VOS-legend Wouter writes a 

poem dedicated to the fourth lustrum. Wouter is 

deservedly the sixth vosje of the week.

December 9, 2019: Opening of the lustrum year in 

Cafe de Prins. It is crowded for a Monday. It is not 

crowded for the opening of a lustrum year. Luuk 

says that Tjerk needs to do a speech. Tjerk drinks 

too much. Tjerk’s speech is incomprehensible. The 

lustrum year has begun. The Lustrumweek will be 

from April 20 to April 24 in 2020.

December 10, 2019: The lustrum committee 

unofficially takes a break.

December 23, 2019: Djoeke makes photos of 

Casper, Josje, Luuk and Tjerk in Westerpark. It is 

rainy.

December 11, 2019: The study trip committee 

announces the destination. Yannick is for the third 

time part of the committee. Yannick is satisfied. 

VOS finally goes to Malta. Quincy is the seventh 

vosje of the week. Quincy gives the best answers of

the year.

December 20, 2019: VOS-members eat at Skek. 

VOS-members go to the Christmas Gala. It is fun.

January 8, 2020: New Year’s Borrel. Miriam is back 

from Scotland. Tjerk goes to Zanzibar.

January 17, 2020: Tjerk arrives back from 

Zanzibar.

January 20, 2020: Tjerk realises lustrum 

committee should stop its unofficial break. Tjerk 

meets with Luuk. Tjerk says to Luuk that they 

should find a place for the final party. Luuk agrees.

January 22, 2020: Casper, Josje, Luuk and Tjerk 

meet. Casper, Josje, Luuk and Tjerk agree that 

there is haste. Casper, Josje, Luuk and Tjerk 

officially stop their unofficial break. Casper, Josje, 

Luuk and Tjerk start to organise the remainder of 

the Lustrumweek. Anouk and Irene organize the IPA 

pubquiz. Alessandro, Gideon and Zion win an IPA 

beer. Anouk and Irene are respectively the seventh 

and eight vosje of the week.

February 6, 2020: Karaoke Borrel feat. SCIO, 

Helios and VOS. Machteld, Giulia and Klaudia sing 

Tell Me Why. Luuk, Tessa and Tjerk sing Tiny 

Dancer. Miriam is the ninth vosje of the week.

February 12, 2020: SAD Borrel. Jakop, Emily and 

Josje are respectively the tenth, eleventh and 

twelfth vosje of the week. Jakop is the first vosje

to be a vosje of the week twice. Jakop does not 

refer to Abcoude. People are not that sad. 

February 14, 2020: VOS goes Ice Skating on 

Valentine’s Day. Josje and Luuk enjoy the ice. A 

random tourist not related to VOS joins the event.

February 15, 2020: Luuk and Tjerk appear in 

Katblad. Salomon Vos has interviewed Luuk and 

Tjerk.

February 17, 2020: Josje visits Akhnaton as an 

option for the Final Party. Luuk books De 

Leeuwenkuil for Oud-Leden Dag.

February 18, 2020: Luuks books Belle van 

Zuylenzaal for an educational evening in the 

Lustrumweek. Casper, Josje, Luuk and Tjerk 

consider SSRA. SSRA can only offer April 25.

February 20, 2020: Josje goes to Ethiopia.

February 27, 2020: Luuk and Tjerk go to Sociëteit

Pylades of SSRA. Casper and Josje are not present. 

Luuk and Tjerk make a deal for the Final Party. 

Lustrumweek is officially from April 20 to April 25.

February 28, 2020: Miriam advises the lustrum 

committee. Miriam has experience as ex-board 

member and organiser of VOStival.

February 29, 2020: Abe, Andrej and Mees are now 

officially booked as DJ’s. 

March 2, 2020: Josje arrives back in Amsterdam.

March 4, 2020: Borrel in Diep (later known as the last Borrel

in Diep). Casper is present. Luuk is present. Tjerk is present. 

Luuk and Tjerk help Anouk, Machteld and Zion with making 

towers of “bierviltjes”. It is fun. The borrel is fun. Giulia is the 

last vosje of the week.

March 6, 2020: VOS goes to Efteling. Luuk is present. Efteling 

is culture.

March 11, 2020: Esperanto Workshop by Federico Gobbo. 

Staff Borrel in De Leeuwenkuil. There is pizza. There are two 

teachers. There are free drinks. Luuk, Machteld and Tjerk go 

to Diep. Josje arrives later. VOS-veteran Bart shows up. Bart 

says he will see them in the Lustrumweek. Josje, Luuk and 

Tjerk look at each other. Noord-Brabant is officially on 

lockdown.

March 12, 2020: AMC classes are shut down. Casper, Josje, 

Luuk and Tjerk have one of their meetings. There is still hope. 

Tjerk goes to class. Josje and Luuk publish the Final Party 

event. People can buy tickets. Everybody is tentative. No 

tickets are sold. Evening. All colleges are shut down. No more 

seminars. No more lectures. Amsterdam is not untouchable. 

COVID-19 has officially changed the status quo. The 

continuation of the Lustrumweek is unsure.

{CLOSE LOGBOOK}



THANK YOU VERY MUCH FOR 
FIVE YEARS OF VOS. WE 
APPRECIATE ALL OF YOU 

VERY MUCH AND WE WOULD 
LIKE TO THANK ALL OF YOU 

PERSONALLY; HUG YOU, 
DRINK WITH YOU AND 

SMOKE WITH YOU. WHEN 
THE TIME COMES. RIGHT 

NOW, SUPPORT CAFE DIEP. 
HAVE SOME SMALL TALK 

WITH ROB OR FRANK. CALL 
EACH OTHER, HELP EACH 

OTHER. BE AN ACTIVE 
MEMBER OF VOS. READ THIS 

NON-LUSTRUM ALMANAC 
AGAIN. THANK YOU SO 

MUCH FOR FIVE YEARS OF 
VOS. WE WILL BE 

TOGETHER. LUSTRUM IV.


